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we're sure that all his work wasn't quite as superstitious as that because

he did leavegroups of people in many of these places and he began an ex

tension of Roman Catholicism into those areas. He worked very actively

for a few years and then he died in the Far East. But Ignatus Loyola

and Francis Xavier are called saints in the Roman Catholic church. There

are churches dedicated to them, there are schools dedicated o both of

them and they were very, very activeand energetic and influential men.

Well the order now XK we see well established but the basic thing of it

it is a military order. Its purpose is not like the Franciscans - the

doing of gold and the helping of people, it is not like the Dominicans

the preaching, it is not like the Benedictines - the development of the

spiritual life and the development of the religious life of its members.

It has no riles as they have - you have to put in so many hours a day

reading your prayer book. They are directed to do these things but they

are not required to do them every day as the others are. It doesn't

have a large amount of time that its members have to put In in devotional

pursuits. Its members are free to go anywhere in the world on a minutes

notice and they are sent where the need is great and strategic. And I

mentioned yesterday the rule they have, they cannot take an position of

advancement without permission of their superiors which is rarely given.

So the personal ambition that everybody naturally has to get ahead in

anything you're doing well, is kept a minor factor. The only thing

they could get ahead in is in the order itself and they cando that by

pleasing their superiors. They are trained to be very, very pleasant

and gracious and kindly. You never get an impression of one. that is

cruel or mean . He's always helpful and gracious. They get the other'

people to 4o the mean things and if the others don't do it, he denounces

them but h, himself is very, very gracious and very, very kindly. They

are traine4 to be that wayT- Attractive gentlemen able to m'ix with any
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